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GOSPEL-CENTERED COUNSELOR TRAINING  
10.30.18 
SESSION 2 – The Process of Change (Part 1)  
 

 

The War on Sin  

James 4:1-10 

 

 

James 4:6 — But he gives more grace. Therefore it says, “God opposes the proud, but 

gives grace to the humble.” 

 

Key idea: Change comes through addressing the worship of the heart by the grace of 

the Gospel, as revealed in the Word of God.  

 

I. The Nature of the Battle (James 4:1-4) 

A. The Battleground is the Heart: Fruit and Root (Jeremiah 17:9; Luke 

6:43-45; Matthew 5:19, 23:25-26) 

 

 

 

The Heart: your mind, affections, will, and morals  

 

 

 

 

  Three Applications of this Truth: 

1. You must address the heart, not just circumstances or other people  
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2. You must address the heart, not just behavior  

 

 

Luke 6:43–45 — 43 “For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again 

does a bad tree bear good fruit, 44 for each tree is known by its 

own fruit. For figs are not gathered from thornbushes, nor are 

grapes picked from a bramble bush. 45 The good person out of the 

good treasure of his heart produces good, and the evil person out 

of his evil treasure produces evil, for out of the abundance of the 

heart his mouth speaks.  

 

 

 

3. You must address the heart, not just feelings   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Counseling Tool: The Three Trees Diagram  
 

 

 

 

 

B. The Battle is against Sin and False Worship (Matthew 6:24; Romans 

1:21-25; 2 Timothy 3:2-4)  
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Sin is the greatest problem! 

James 4:2 (ESV) — 2 You desire and do not have, so you murder. You 
covet and cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, 
because you do not ask.  

 

   

Summary Statement: We are all are worshipers; every moment is a 

worship moment; what we worship will determine how we live.  
 

James 4:4 — 4 You adulterous people! Do you not know that 

friendship with the world is enmity with God? Therefore whoever 

wishes to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God.  

 

Worship: awe and affection, that which captures our heart; marked by 

love, adoration, trust, and value  

 

Worship is at the heart of the Christian life: 

§ The First Commandment – have no other gods (Exodus 20:3) 

§ The Greatest Commandment – love God with all that you are 

(Deuteronomy 6:5; Mark 12:30) 

 

 

Idol (counterfeit gods): anything we worship in the place of God 

 

 

Romans 1:25 — “because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie 

and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is 

blessed forever! Amen.” 

 

§ Robert Jones, “Idolatry means to worship someone or something 

other than the true and living God.  It is giving yourself to some 
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person, goal, idea, or object other than Jesus.  It involves hitching 

your heart to some false savior and refuge; exalting your personal 

desires above the Lord; serving some master other than God. “ 

 

§ Paul Tripp, “sin is fundamentally idolatrous.  I do wrong things 

because my heart desires something more than the Lord.  Sin 

produces a propensity toward idolatry in us all.  We all migrate 

away from worship and service of the creator toward worship and 

service of the created thing.  This is the great spiritual war beneath 

every battle of behavior – war for control of the heart.” 

 

 

When has something become an idol? 

§ Either you sin to get it, or you sin because you don’t get it.  

 

§ “A good thing becomes a bad thing when it becomes a ruling thing” 

(Tripp)  

 

Key Question: What is it that I want that I am not getting?  

 

 

Romans 1:28 — 28 And since they did not see fit to acknowledge God, 
God gave them up to a debased mind to do what ought not to be done.  

 

 

Summary statement (again!): We are all are worshipers; every 

moment is a worship moment; what we worship will determine 
how we live.  
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C. Worship is about Desires and Beliefs  

 

• Our Desires and Beliefs drive our worship  

1. Desires  

James 4:1–2 — 1 What causes quarrels and what causes fights 

among you? Is it not this, that your passions are at war within you? 2 

You desire and do not have, so you murder. You covet and cannot 

obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, because you do not 

ask. (emphasis added)  

When has a desire one bad? (same as idolatry)  

• Either you sin to get it, or you sin because you don’t get it.  

• “A good thing becomes a bad thing when it becomes a ruling thing” 

(Tripp)  

 

Paul Tripp (page 78), “You and I are always desiring.  Desires 

precede, determine, and characterize everything you do.  Desires get 

you up in the morning and put you to bed at night.  Desires make you 

work with discipline to get one thing done, and run as hard as you can 

to avoid another.  Desires sculpt every relationship in your life.  They 

are the lenses through which you examine every situation.  At the 

foundation of all worship, whether true or false, is a heart full of desire.” 

 

2. Belief System  

 

Verses 4 and 5: 
James 4:4 — “Do you not KNOW that friendship with the world is 
enmity with God?” 
James 4:5 —  “Or do you SUPPOSE it is to no purpose that the 
Scripture says…” 
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Our Worldview is – Our understanding of our world. It is our faith 
system. Ultimately it is our beliefs.  
 
We all have a belief system (our faith) – what we believe to be true and 
what we trust in.  

 
 
 Counseling Implications:  
 

1. Determine the deeper desires behind their idolatry  

 

We need to think more deeply about a person’s idolatry, so that we can 

more particularly and more practically demonstrate Jesus as supreme. 

 

Idolatry is what they think they worship.  

 

Foundational Desires are what they really want, which they should find 

in Christ through the Gospel  

 

Example –  

1 Timothy 6:10 — 10 For the love of money is a root of all kinds of 

evils. It is through this craving that some have wandered away from 

the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs.  

 

1 Timothy 6:17 — 17 As for the rich in this present age, charge 

them not to be haughty, nor to set their hopes on the uncertainty of 

riches, but on God, who richly provides us with everything to enjoy.  

 

Money can be an idol because they desire identity (“not to be 

haughty”), or because they believe it offers security (“the 

uncertainty of riches”).  
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Key Question: What are they seeking in their idol that they are meant 

to find in Christ? 

 

 

Examples of Key Foundational Desires (aspects of salvation that 

people seek in the world, that they are meant to find in Christ): 

o Love  

o Security  

o Identity  

o Joy (pleasure, comfort)  

o Hope  

 

This is important, because if I want to bring the gospel to bear on 

their lives, I want to show them how Christ offers the aspect of 

salvation they seek.  

 

 

 

2. Determine the false worldview behind their idolatry  

We need to think more deeply about a person’s beliefs, so that we can 

more particularly and more practically apply the beliefs (the truths) of 

Scripture. 

 

Goal: Unmask their idols, so we can help them replace their inferior 

worship of idols with a superior worship of Christ 

 

Two key questions:  
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§ What lies do they believe?  

 

 

 

§ What are the promises and threats their idols are making?  

 

 

 

 

o Counseling Methods to Determine Worship (faith and desires)  

We will look at this in more detail when we discuss the process of counseling.  

a. Conversation  

 

 

 

 

Counseling Tool: David Powlison’s X-Ray Questions  

 

b. Observation  

  

 

 

Case study: 

 Stress is a result of our idols being threatened or harmed. 

 

Matthew 6:24–25 — 24 “No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the 

one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You 

cannot serve God and money. 25 “Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your 

life, what you will eat or what you will drink, nor about your body, what you will put on. Is 

not life more than food, and the body more than clothing?  
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Next Session! 

 
II. Understanding the Mission (James 4:5, 10) 

 

III. The Weapons of Warfare (James 4:5-6) 

 

IV. Winning the War (James 4:6-10) 
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Appendix 1  
Case Study: Stressed-Out Sally 

 
 Sally is in her late 20s, single, and very busy with work. She has been a Christian for 
most of her life and attends a church that she loves (though when she is honest, it is 
because of the friendships, not because it helps her grow in her walk). She comes to you 
because she is struggling with stress. She has always had to deal with stress, even from a 
young age. She would almost throw up if she had to speak in front of the class and worried 
whenever one of her playmates was unhappy. When finals came around in college she 
would always feel as if she couldn’t handle all the work and would often get sick. In the end, 
she usually got most of the stuff done.  
 However, now that she is older and her life seems much more complicated, her 
stress has reached an all time high. Work is a bear and her boss seems to be constantly 
looking over her shoulder. She actually thinks he is a good boss and wants to please him, 
but is always worried that what she does won’t be enough. Ministry at church is also busy. 
She helps out with one of the Bible studies, but lately, because two of the members are in a 
mild conflict and the leader just left, she is very worried about what will happen. Even home 
is not a reprieve. The economic climate has caused her to be worried about being able to 
pay her bills and whether she is saving enough for retirement. Maybe the worst is that every 
time she visits her parents she gets the 3rd degree about when she is going to settle down 
and get married. Though she thinks it is unfair of her parents to ask, deep down she is 
worried, especially since many of her friends are getting married and starting new lives.  
 Sally’s stress is manifest in many different ways. From the outside, people probably 
wouldn’t even notice. She might be a bit short with others or have a complaining attitude, 
but not much more than the next person. But what is really going on is a different story. She 
hasn’t been sleeping well because she will often lay awake at night worried about all the 
things she has to do and the people she needs to please. Sometimes when it is really bad, 
she starts to get sick. Her prayer life has suffered and her walk with the Lord has grown 
stale. She still regularly goes to church and helps out, but her heart is not really into it.  
 Sally comes to you because she has finally hit the wall. Not only does she feel like 
“something is going to give,” but she has no idea how to handle the stress in her life. When 
she pours out her troubles she says, “I have tried everything I know to do and nothing is 
helping. I have prayed like it says in Philippians 4:6-7 but I definitely don’t have a ‘peace 
that surpasses all understanding.’ I have read all the verses in my Bible that talk about 
worry and that hasn’t help. My friends tell me I just need to ‘trust in the Lord’ but I don’t even 
know what that really means practically. Ultimately, I think I need to just wait until things get 
better. If my job could lighten up and my parents could get off my back, maybe then I would 
be ok.” 
 Then comes a litany of questions: “Should I quit my job? Should I not have broken 
up with my last boyfriend? Should I go on that blind date that my parents want me to go on? 
Should I go to a different church? Do I need to see a psychiatrist? How do I get my parents 
and boss to change? Why are all these things happening to me? Why isn’t life fair? Why 
would God allow this? Why hasn’t He answered my prayers? How has being a Christian 
helped me at all? Do all my problems mean that God is mad at me? Is He disciplining or 
punishing me? I know I am supposed to ‘just trust God more’ but how?” 
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Appendix 2  
Three Trees: Blank 
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Appendix 3 
Three Trees: Filled In 
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Appendix 4 
A Worshipping Heart 
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 Appendix 5 
  Sally’s Old Heart 
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 Appendix 6 
Sally’s New Heart 
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Appendix 7: X-Ray Questions 
David Powlison, Seeing with New Eyes (pg. 132-40) 

 

1. What do you love? Hate? 

2. What do you want, desire, crave, lust, and wish for? What desires do you serve 
and obey? 

3. What do you seek, aim for, and pursue? 

4. Where do you bank your hopes? 

5. What do you fear? What do you not want? What do you tend to worry about? 

6. What do you feel like doing? 

7. What do you think you need? What are your “felt needs”? 

8. What are your plans, agendas, strategies, and intentions designed to accomplish? 

9. What makes you tick? What sun does your planet revolve around? What do you 
organize your life around? 

10. Where do you find refuge, safety, comfort, escape, pleasure, security? 

11. What or whom do you trust? 

12. Whose performance matters? On whose shoulders does the well-being of your 
world rest? Who can make it better, make it work, make it safe, make it 
successful? 

13. Whom must you please? Whose opinion of you counts? From whom do you desire 
approval and fear rejection? Whose value system do you measure yourself 
against? In whose eyes are you living? Whose love and approval do you need? 

14. Who are your role models? What kind of person do you think you ought to be or 
want to be? 

15. On your deathbed, what would sum up your life as worthwhile? What gives your 
life meaning? 

16. How do you define and weigh success and failure, right or wrong, desirable or 
undesirable, in any particular situation? 

17. What would make you feel rich, secure, prosperous? What must you get to make 
life sing? 
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18. What would bring you the greatest pleasure, happiness, and delight? The greatest 
pain or misery? 

19. Whose coming into political power would make everything better? 

20. Whose victory or success would make your life happy? How do you define victory 
and success? 

21. What do you see as your rights? What do you feel entitled to? 

22. In what situations do you feel pressured or tense? Confident and relaxed? When 
you are pressured, where do you turn? What do you think about? What are your 
escapes? What do you escape from? 

23. What do you want to get out of life? What payoff do you seek out of the things you 
do? 

24. What do you pray for? 

25. What do you think about most often? What preoccupies or obsesses you? In the 
morning, to what does your mind drift instinctively? 

26. What do you talk about? What is important to you? What attitudes do you 
communicate? 

27. How do you spend your time? What are your priorities? 

28. What are your characteristic fantasies, either pleasurable or fearful? Daydreams? 
What do your night dreams revolve around? 

29. What are the functional beliefs that control how you interpret your life and 
determine how you act? 

30. What are your idols and false gods? In what do you place your trust, or set your 
hopes? What do you turn to or seek? Where do you take refuge? 

31. How do you live for yourself? 

32. How do you live as a slave of the devil? 

33. How do you implicitly say, “If only…” (to get what you want, avoid what you don't 
want, keep what you have)? 

34. What instinctively seems and feels right to you? What are your opinions, the things 
you feel true? 

35. Where do you find your identity? How do you define who you are? 

 
 


